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 Women of Alabama’s Oldest
Private Historically Black College

 

1. [African-American Women]: [Alabama]: [LARGE MOUNTED SILVER 
GELATIN PHOTOGRAPH OF A GROUP OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN 
FEMALE STUDENTS AT TALLADEGA COLLEGE IN THE EARLY 
20th CENTURY]. Talladega, Al.: French, [ca. 1905]. Silver gelatin photo-
graph, 7¾ x 9½ inches, on 10 x 12-inch mount. Moderate chipping to mount, 
small chip at upper right corner re-attached with tape on verso, tiny tear to 
photograph at upper right corner. Overall very good condition.

 

A scarce image of a group of African-American women college students at 
Talladega College in Alabama around 1905, produced by a Talladega pho-
tographer.  The small group of young women lounge on a lawn while wear-
ing elegant skirts and blouses, and with their hair in fashionable Edwardian 
coifs.  School buildings and trees can be seen in the background.  Talladega 
College was founded in 1867, and is still Alabama’s oldest private historically 
black college or university.

 

Each student in the present photograph is identified on the verso in pencil 
by name and hometown.  The photograph is inscribed to “To Cousin Jack 
From Pearl” alongside a list of the women depicted, reading as follows: 
“Sadie Brown – Montgomery, Ala. Helen Headin – Birmingham, Ala. [Class 
of 1906] Darlene Walker – Chicago, Ill. Augusta Bibb – Uniontown, Ala. 
[Class of 1905] Missouri Duncan – Montgomery, Ala. [Class of 1910] Mabel 
Gill – Selma, Ala. [Class of 1908] Etta Smyly – Montgomery, Ala. [Class of 
1905] Ida Hamilton – Montgomery, Ala. Pearl Crawford – Tuscaloosa, Ala.”  
Given the nature of the gift inscription, the photograph was most likely given 
to Cousin Jack by Pearl Crawford, one of the students in the photograph.  
All of the subjects in the photograph are mentioned in the Catalogue of 
the Officers and Students of Talladega College...for the Scholastic Year 1904-05
(Atlanta, 1905), and their graduation years are included above in brackets.

 

A striking original photograph of African-American female students at Tal-
ladega College from a Talladega photography studio, evidenced by the small 
stamp at bottom of the mount, which reads, “French Talladega Ala.”
                                                                                               $950.



“The Rev. John H. Hector will make an audience laugh and cry
more in one hour than any man I know....

He is the colored John B. Gough.”

2. [African Americana]: Hector, John H., Rev.: THE COLORED SILVER 
TONGUED ORATOR AND HUMORIST. REV. JOHN H. HECTOR, SAN 
FRANCISCO, CAL., WILL LECTURE ON SATURDAY, OCT. 31st, AT 
7:30 P.M., AT CLINTON TOWN HALL...[caption title]. Boston: Geo. E. 
Crosby & Co., [ca. 1887]. Pictorial broadside on orange paper, 13¾ x 5½ inches. 
Old folds. A few short closed edge tears, very light soiling, several unrelated 
pencil markings (mathematical equations) on verso. Overall, very good condition.

An apparently-unrecorded pictorial broadside advertising a lecture by Rev. John 
H. Hector of San Francisco, lately of York, Pennsylvania.  A distinguished en-
graved portrait of Reverend Hector is set amidst text advertising a free lecture to 
be given by him on the evening of October 31 at the town hall in Clinton, Mas-
sachusetts.  Several press notices are printed below the lecture details, describing 
the success of similar events across the country.  These include an excerpt from 
the San Francisco Daily Examiner, which reads, in part:

“Rev. J.H. Hector, the colored orator and Post Commander of the Grand Army 
of the Republic lectured last evening at Irving Hall to a highly appreciative audi-
ence on his ‘Reminiscences of the War of the Rebellion....Mr. Hector’s lecture 
sparkled with the most genuine humor, interspersed with pathetic descriptions 
of scenes in the life of his parents, their escape from slavery by the Abolition-
ists’ ‘underground railroad’ to Canada, and his own experience as a boy after the 
death of his father and mother on the same day of cholera.  The dramatic action 
of the speaker and the naivete with which he detailed his own experiences up to 
the time when he blackened one of Sherman’s boots and left the other ‘unshined’ 
before the battle of Shilon [sic] were irresistible.”

The Patterson, New Jersey Daily Press notice compares Hector favorably to the 
noted temperance orator, John B. Gough.

John H. Hector was a well-respected pastor, noted speaker, and decorated Civil 
War veteran.  He fought bravely and was wounded several times at the Battle of 
Shiloh.  He later served as pastor of African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church in 
York, Pennsylvania from 1883 to 1884, moving from there to Washington, D.C., 
and from there to California in around 1887 before returning to York in 1890.  
Likely while in California, Hector made the acquaintance of Jason Brown, the 
son of abolitionist martyr, John Brown.  Jason Brown joined Hector for several 
speaking engagements in 1891, recounting moments from his childhood in Kansas 
amidst the Jayhawkers along and with the critical events at Harper’s Ferry.
{}
No copies listed in OCLC, which lists a similar four-page pamphlet with the same 
title, the only copy of which resides at Northwestern University.
OCLC 35012564.                                                                             $1750.



Defending the Nation’s Capital
During the Quasi-War with France

3. Baker, Hilary: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM HILARY 
BAKER, THE MAYOR OF PHILADELPHIA, TO ALEXANDER JAMES 
DALLAS, SECRETARY OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYL-
VANIA, REGARDING DEFENSIVE PREPARATIONS AHEAD OF THE 
QUASI-WAR WITH FRANCE]. Philadelphia. May 4, 1798. [1]p., on a folded 

folio sheet, docketed on verso of conjugate leaf. Old folds, two small areas of 
marginal loss to conjugate leaf from removed seal, not affecting text. Minor fox-
ing and toning. Very good.

A letter from Philadelphia mayor Hilary Baker concerning measures taken to 
prevent any attack on the city’s powder magazines and arsenal in anticipation of 
conflict with France during a particularly tense moment in American diplomatic 
history.  After convening the Aldermen and Justices of the Peace of Philadelphia, 
Baker proposes a three-point plan to address the issue.  He suggests that the city 
commissioners double the nightly watch, that four companies of soldiers under 
the command of General McPherson act in aid of the civil authority, and that 
the mayor inform the governor of the necessity for taking these actions.  Baker 
writes that these measures represent “strong reasons for providing for the Safety 
of the Gunpowder magazine and which apply with equal Force to the Arsenal.”

Philadelphia was the nation’s capital during this period and fears of a war with 
France were running high.  On the same day this letter was written, Congress 
appropriated $800,000 for the use of the President to purchase guns, cannons, 
and ammunition to prepare for possible conflict with France.  Fears of an inva-
sion of Philadelphia never materialized, as the actions that ultimately occurred 
were naval battles off the Atlantic coast and in the Caribbean.  These activities 
were part of what became known as the “Quasi-War” with France, an undeclared 
conflict between the two countries during the Adams administration in the late 
1790s.  The war was the outgrowth of deteriorating Franco-American relations, 
which had been weakened earlier in the decade by the “Genet Affair” and the 
“XYZ Affair,” and it wreaked havoc on commerce between the two nations.

Federalists in Congress pushed President Adams to declare open war with France, 
and in July 1798 the Congress abrogated the 1778 Treaty of Amity between the 
two nations.  Adams also sought peace, however, sending three American com-
missioners to France in 1797 to re-establish good relations.  The resultant “XYZ 
Affair” destroyed these hopes, however, when it was revealed that agents of French 
Foreign Minister Talleyrand demanded bribes from the Americans to even permit 
talks to begin.  This resulted in an uproar in the United States.  Conciliatory moves 
by Talleyrand encouraged President Adams to appoint another peace delegation 
to France in 1799.  The American representatives presented their credentials to 
the new French First Consul, Napoleon, in March 1800, and negotiations com-
menced.  These efforts culminated in the Convention of Mortefontaine, signed 
on September 30, 1800 in Paris.  The agreement re-established peace between the 
United States and France, abrogated the 1778 treaty of alliance (the United States’ 
first “entangling” alliance), restored captured naval vessels to each side, arranged 
for payments of debts, and re-affirmed the trade rights of neutral ships.  These 
important measures to restore relations between the two nations helped smooth 
the way for the negotiations for the Louisiana Purchase just a few years later.

The present document is an interesting entry in the domestic effects of the failure 
of international diplomatic relations by a fledgling American government during 
the late federal period.                                                                      $1250.



 John Wilkes Booth Plays Shakespeare
During the Civil War

4. [Booth, John Wilkes]: BOSTON MUSEUM...FAREWELL BENEFIT OF 
J. WILKES BOOTH WHO WILL HAVE THE HONOR OF APPEARING 
ON THIS OCCASION IN TWO SHAKESPERIAN [sic] CHARACTERS! 
SHYLOCK AND PETRUCHIO! Boston: F.A. Searle Printer, [1863]. Broadside, 
13¼ x 4¾ inches. Old folds, minor edge wear, light scattered foxing. Near fine.

 

A handsome broadside advertising John Wilkes Booth as the lead in two Shake-
speare productions to be performed at the Boston Museum in February, 1863.  
Booth played Shylock in Merchant of Venice and then Petruchio in Katharine & 
Petruchio (a reworking of The Taming of the Shrew), two of the most memorable 
roles in the canon of the Bard.  In addition to the two Shakespeare productions, 
Booth is also advertised as performing as both conjoined twins Louis and Fabian 
in a Saturday afternoon production of Corsican Brothers, a play based on a novella 
by Alexandre Dumas.

 

John Wilkes Booth must have learned much about revenge from his portrayal 
of Shylock.  Shylock is one of Shakespeare’s most complex characters, and his 
famous soliloquy about revenge echoes loudly, if one replaces the word “Jew” 
with the word “Confederate:”

 

“To bait fish withal: if it will feed nothing else, it will feed my revenge.  He hath 
disgraced me, and hindered me half a million; laughed at my losses, mocked at 
my gains, scorned my nation, thwarted my bargains, cooled my friends, heated 
mine enemies; and what’s his reason?  I am a Jew.  Hath not a Jew eyes?  Hath 
not a Jew hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affections, passions fed with the same 
food, hurt with the same weapons, subject to the same diseases, healed by the 
same means, warmed and cooled by the same winter and summer, as a Christian 
is?  If you prick us, do we not bleed?  If you tickle us, do we not laugh?  If you 
poison us, do we not die?  And if you wrong us, shall we not revenge?  If we are 
like you in the rest, we will resemble you in that.  If a Jew wrong a Christian, 
what is his humility?  Revenge.  If a Christian wrong a Jew, what should his suf-
ferance be by Christian example?  Why, revenge.  The villainy you teach me, I 
will execute, and it shall go hard but I will better the instruction.”

 

A fascinating piece of ephemera publicizing Booth’s portrayal of not one but 
two famous Shakespeare characters, one of which must have informed President 
Lincoln’s assassin about the nature of revenge.  $3500.



 Etiquette Lessons
by a Noted African-American Educator

5. Brown, Charlotte Hawkins: THE CORRECT THING TO DO TO SAY 
TO WEAR. Sedalia, N.C.: Published by the Author, 1940. xii,109,[2]pp. Original 
black cloth backstrip and red textured paper wrappers decoratively stamped in 
silver. Minor wear. Clean internally. Very good overall.

An attractive copy of the first edition of this scarce etiquette book written by 
African-American author and educator, Charlotte Hawkins Brown.  The work 
consists of lessons on poise, respect, manners, hygiene, dress, greetings, locution, 
table manners, proper behavior at school, church, concerts, movies, dances, on 
the telephone, and in other situations.  Brown was educated in New England and 
founded the Palmer Memorial Institute in Sedalia, North Carolina in 1902 based 
on the traditions and ideals of New England educational systems.  Much of what 
she learned in her own schooling in Cambridge, Massachusetts became the basis 
for the present work.  As her school grew increasingly more successful, Brown 
became a nationally prominent educator and also an activist for improved race 
relations.  Over the course of her career, Brown earned six honorary degrees, 
including honorary doctorates at Lincoln University, Wilberforce University, 
and Howard.  She opened Palmer Memorial Institute as a school for educating 
African-American youth, and continued in that mission for almost sixty years, 
growing it into an esteemed private school for African-American children in the 
segregated South.  This fascinating etiquette book, developed through her experi-
ences at Palmer, went through at least four printings.  $1250.



 “The most important work illustrating Mexico City
in the nineteenth century,”

with the Famous Kickapoo Indian Plate

6. Castro, Casimiro; J. Campillo; L. Auda; and Y.G. Rodriguez: MÉXICO 
Y SUS ALREDEDORES. COLECCION DE MONUMENTOS, TRAJES Y 
PAISAJES...SEGUNDA EDICION, AUMENTADA... / MEXICO ET SES 
ENVIRONS. COLLECTION DE VUES, MONUMENTS ET COSTUMES...
SECONDE ÉDITION, AUGMENTÉE.... Mexico: Imprenta Lithografica de 
Decaen, 1864. [2],70,v pp. of letterpress text in two columns in Spanish and 
French, plus tinted lithographic title, forty-nine lithographic views on forty-five 
leaves (forty-one color lithographed, three tinted, one uncolored), all with tissue 
guards, folding lithographed map of Mexico City (dated 1875), and a later folding 
map of Mexico (dated 1872) bound at rear. Half title. Large folio. Antique-style 
three-quarter maroon calf and contemporary marbled paper-covered boards, 
original gilt spine label, new endpapers. Minor edge wear, a few small chips to 
paper boards. Repaired tear in half title leaf. Half title, title leaf, and first leaf of 

text repaired in gutter, marginal repair at 
binding stub of folding map. Even tanning 
to text leaves, mild to moderate foxing to 
plates. Very good.

 

A highly significant Mexican lithographic 
production and a wonderful window on 
19th-century life in Mexico City.  This 
example includes the rare map of Mexico 
City (dated 1875) and the Kickapoo In-
dians plate.

 

There are many issues of this work, with 
varying numbers and qualities of plates.  
The work was originally issued by sub-
scription starting in 1855, and the first 
bound copies became available in 1856.  It 
is almost certain that from the beginning 
the book was published as demanded by 
the marketplace, consequently there are 
no formal “editions” in the proper sense.  
Over the years individual plates were com-
pletely modified in accordance with physical 
changes to a site (as an example, at one point 
the plate depicting the home of Emperor 
Iturbide changes completely to a different 
perspective).  Copies are reported to have 
anywhere from twenty-eight to fifty-two 
plates, and a very few examples contain a 
map of Mexico (including the present copy, 

which has two maps of Mexico, though both are dated later than usually seen).  
The dates found on different copies add to the confusion, especially since up to 
three different dates can be found in some copies.  In a recent study of Castro’s 
work, Casimiro Castro y Su Taller (1996), a census of copies of Mexico y Sus Alre-
dedores is given, listing the various recorded combinations of dates.  The present 
example is dated 1864 on the letterpress titlepage (where it is stated as the second 
edition), undated on the lithographic titlepage (which sometimes carries its own 
imprint date), and has maps dated 1872 and 1875.

The plates are of the highest quality and depict scenes throughout the Mexican 
capital, including the National Palace, the cathedral of Guadalupe, Iturbide’s man-
sion, Mexican señoritas, the College of Mines, Paseo de Bucareli, the Alameda of 
Mexico (with an air balloon towering above), Paseo de la Viga, and the sumptuous 
interior of the national cathedral, and public squares and gardens, among many 
other beautiful scenes.  Of great importance in the present example is the color 
plate titled “Indios Kikapoos,” a rarely-found image depicting eleven Kickapoo 
tribesmen, including a runaway Texas slave, being presented at the court of the 
Austrian Archduke and Emperor of Mexico, Maximilian, in 1865.



The Kickapoo sought to avoid involvement with the Confederacy or Union in the 
Civil War and pleaded for asylum from Texans who were on the war path against 
them.  The origin of the name Kickapoo (“he moves about”) certainly fits the 
history of this interesting people, who more than most any other North Ameri-
can tribe have retained their cultural identity and practices despite geographic 
fluctuations and myriad alliances.  The Kickapoo tribe is the only tribe that never 
surrendered to or signed any kind of peace treaty with the United States.  They 
were granted the right to cross the border at will.  The present lithograph of the 
Kickapoos has been suggested as the first lithograph made from a photograph 
in Mexico at the time.  Close examination reveals the image to be a lithographic 
combination of realism and artistic imagination and the image was likely partially 
based on a photograph by François Aubert (1839-1900).

Mathes describes this book as “the most important work illustrating Mexico City 
in the nineteenth century,” and it is certainly a landmark in the history of the 

lithographer’s art in Mexico.  McGrath 
adds: “These are some of the finest and 
most famous architectural and costume 
plates done in the western hemisphere.”

 

The present copy contains two folding 
maps of Mexico.  The first is dated 1875, 
and titled Plano General de la Ciudad de 
México.  The second is titled Carta General 
de la Republica Mexicana, and dated 1872.  
Like the majority of the plates in the work, 
both of these maps were lithographed by 
Debray.

 

On the titlepage, the publishers refer to 
this edition as the second, augmented edi-
tion, and it certainly displays hallmarks of 
later editions of the work. Almost all the 
lithographic attributions are altered from 
“Decaen” to “Decaen y Debray” or sim-
ply “Debray.”  More elements of updated 
transportation are included, reflecting the 
beginning of modernization of the trans-
portation system in Mexico (one of the 
plates shows the train station at Puebla, 
and some plates incorporate streetcars and 
railroad lines).  This album adds fifteen 
images new to the later editions, some of 
which use prior subjects but rework the 
plates significantly or in total.  Some of 
the new or reworked lithographs are due to 

changes in architecture and public spaces ordered by Emperor Maximilian during 
French occupation (1864-1867).  The heavy splendor of French Second Empire 
architecture was imported into Mexico, and the famous gardens and castle at 
Chapultepec and other architecture and public properties were beautified by the 
Emperor.  His choices resulted in many beautiful structures and parks.  Maximilian 
was executed, but the Second Empire architectural style he introduced to Mexico 
remained a significant influence on Mexican style and lives on in Mexico today.

A wonderful example of a landmark work of Mexican lithography, with more 
plates than are usually encountered, and some showing the evolution and indus-
trialization of the Mexican economy.  A full and more detailed list of the plates 
and maps is available by request.
ABBEY 672 (1855-57 ed). COLAS 547. LIPPERHEIDE Md17. MATHES, MEXICO 
ON STONE, pp.29-30. McGRATH, pp.86-87. Monsivais, et al, Casimiro Castro 
y Su Taller, pp.135-55 and passim. PALAU 167505. SABIN 48590 (1856 ed).
 $12,500.



 Rallying Maine Voters
to Support Lincoln and Republicans in 1864

7. [Civil War]: [Maine]: REBEL TERMS OF PEACE! [N.p., perhaps Augusta, 
Me. ca. October, 1863]. Broadside, 11¼ x 7¾ inches. Old folds, moderate mat 
burn, minor edge wear and toning. Very short fold separations, short tissue repairs 
along top and bottom edges. Overall very good.

A decidedly rare anti-Copperhead campaign broadside from Maine for the gu-
bernatorial election of 1864, but with larger political implications, calling for the 
citizens of the state to stand against the Copperhead movement and those who 
“tell you it is a very easy matter to ‘compromise with our misguided Southern 
brethren.’”  This broadside prints the proposed Confederate terms of peace as they 
appeared in the October 16, 1863 issue of the Richmond Enquirer.  The producers 
of this broadside likely hoped that the demands would outrage Northern voters.  
The Republican Party rightly feared that a war-weary North might not re-elect 
Abraham Lincoln to a second term in November, 1864.  Messages such as this 
one, intended to be posted up in public spaces, sought to counter the growing 
anti-war sentiment.

The text of the broadside begins, “Citizens of Maine!  The Copperhead Politicians 
of our State are crying out for ‘peace on any terms,’ and they tell you it is a very 
easy matter to ‘compromise with our misguided Southern brethren.’”  Residents 
are invited to read the proposed peace terms offered by the Confederates, the first 
of which called for recognition of “the Independence of the Confederate States.”  
Below the terms, the text continues to rail against the “Copperhead politicians 
of our State” who would seek “the destruction of the Union” by accepting such 
terms, and by giving up Maryland, Kentucky, and Missouri, surrendering a large 
portion of the Navy, forfeiting massive amounts of territory, and forgiving the 
Confederate war debt.

The penultimate line calls for supporters of the Union to vote for Samuel Cony, 
the Republican candidate for governor of Maine.  The last line invites Cop-
perheads to vote for Joseph Howard, “the candidate of those who are willing to 
accept Peace on the terms dictated by Jefferson Davis.”  The Republican Cony 
won the gubernatorial election, and President Lincoln carried Maine in 1864 
with fifty-nine percent of the vote, some 20,000 more than Democratic candidate 
George McClellan.

No copies in OCLC.  $1750.



 Confederate Manuscript Military Music:
Among the Rarest Type of Confederate Manuscript Material

8. [Civil War Music]: [Texas]: [Lawrence, J.J.]: [MANUSCRIPT MUSIC 
BOOK BELONGING TO CONFEDERATE DRUMMER J.J. LAWRENCE 
OF COMPANY G OF THE FIFTH TEXAS VOLUNTEER INFANTRY 
DURING THE CIVIL WAR]. [Perhaps Milam County, Tx. or in Virginia. 
Before June 27, 1862]. [9]pp. Oblong 12mo. Contemporary marbled wrappers. 
Wrinkling, rubbing, and edge wear to wrappers. Contents a bit foxed. Very good.

A unique collection of songs, likely written down and carried by J.J. Lawrence, 
a Texas Confederate drummer killed in action in Virginia during the Civil War.  
There is a manuscript note on the inside front wrapper of the volume, “Bass Drum 
Band Fifth Tex. V.I.” and J.J. Lawrence is the only drummer listed in the roster 
of that regimental company.  Though musicians on both sides of the Civil War 
were largely kept back from battle, Lawrence was killed at the Battle of Gaines 
Mill on June 27, 1862.  If this was J.J. Lawrence manuscript music volume, his 
death in the early years of the conflict would account for the fact that this music 

manuscript does not contain more songs, though all forty pages of the text has 
staff lines drawn in manuscript for musical notation.  The nine songs that are 
written out include “The Bonnie Blue Flag,” “Pepita Marsch,” “Walger[?],” two 
versions of a “Parade March,” and four versions of “Quick Step.”

Company G of the Fifth Texas Volunteer Infantry, also known as the Milam 
County Greys, was organized in Cameron, Texas on July 15, 1861.  The regiment 
served as part of Hood’s Texas Brigade in the Army of Northern Virginia during 
the Civil War.  The Battle of Gaines Mill, fought in Hanover County, Virginia, 
was an early Confederate victory, though one in four Texas soldiers died in the 
battle, including Lawrence.

Though a small sampling of music, Confederate manuscript music material is 
exceedingly rare.  This volume, likely created by a Texas Confederate drummer 
boy killed in action in Virginia while serving in Hood’s Texas Brigade, is an im-
portant piece of historical evidence of the conflict.  $1750.



 Early Directory for This Mining Boomtown

9. [Colorado Directory]: Corbett, Thomas B., and John H. Ballenger: COR-
BETT & BALLENGER’S THIRD ANNUAL LEADVILLE CITY DIREC-
TORY CONTAINING A COMPLETE LIST OF THE INHABITANTS, 
INSTITUTIONS, INCORPORATED COMPANIES, MANUFACTURING 
ESTABLISHMENTS, BUSINESS, BUSINESS FIRMS, etc., IN THE CITY 
OF LEADVILLE FOR 1882. Leadville, Co.: Corbett & Ballenger, 1882. [12],34-
327,[4]pp., including advertisements, plus [2]pp. of advertisements on pink stock). 
Original half calf and printed paper boards, spine gilt. Boards moderately rubbed 
and worn, spine ends chipped, joints loosening but still strong. “1882.” written in 
ink on front board. Modern bookplate on front pastedown. Very clean internally 
and very good overall.

Third year of this exhaustive directory for Leadville, Colorado, scene of one of 
the last of the spectacular mining booms in the continental United States.  Full of 
particulars on local businesses, including merchants, banks, lumber yards, wagon 
makers, newspapers, photographers, mining firms, railroads, etc., as well as the 
occupations and addresses of the residents.  The advertisement for the Chicago, 
Rock Island & Pacific Railroad includes a small map of that route.  Leadville was 
Colorado’s most noted mining town, here at the peak of its silver production.
OCLC 10989270, 905657744.  $2500.



 The Very Rare First Edition
of a Failed Socialist Utopian Community in Dallas

10. Considerant, Victor: AU TEXAS. Paris: Librairie Phalansterienne, 1854. 
[4],190,[2],191-194,4pp. plus two folding maps. Original printed wrappers. Ap-
proximately half of spine paper perished, neatly conserved in matching paper. Old 
French library stamp on titlepage. Moderate foxing. Overall very good. In a cloth 
chemise and half green morocco and cloth folding case, spine gilt.

The rare first edition of Considerant’s important account of the failed French Uto-
pian socialist experiment near Dallas in the early 1850s, with a notable Texas map.  

The text includes a detailed discussion of the 
character and ethnic makeup of the population 
in Texas, the value of lands, climate, agricultural 
productions, etc.  “Optimistic report of his visit 
to Texas and colonization plans.  As a result of 
these extravagant promises, Considerant was 
able to acquire 57,000 acres near Dallas and 
to establish there – at Reunion – his Fourier 
communal experiment” – Howes.

 

“This is an eminent philosopher’s account of 
Texas and his audacious plans for a socialist 
colony there, the direct result of which was the 
establishment of La Reunion Colony near Dal-
las....In 1853 Considerant journeyed by horseback 
through Texas, and he returned to Europe full 
of plans for creating a Utopian socialist colony 
there” – Basic Texas Books.  “Considerant proved 
to be a good observer.  More than three-fourths 
of the book is devoted to Texas.  Not only does 
he give a careful and full description of that 
state, but...this is a useful travel account and 
is an unusually full one to have come from a 
Latin visitor.  It does not have the sting that 
many of the hypercritical accounts of this period 
contained” – Clark.

 

The folding map of Texas shows the entire state, 
with Texas’ numerous rivers, wagon roads in 
West Texas, and the Atlantic Pacific Railroad 
line running from Arkadelphia to El Paso.  Cit-
ies and townships are noted across the state.  
In North Texas, the area of most concern to 
Considerant, the following communities are 
identified: Alton, McKinney, Dallas, Kaufmann, 
Fort Worth, and Cedar Springs.  Though cred-

ited to Colton, the map was actually printed in Paris.  The second folding map 
shows the entire continental United States, with Oklahoma naturally still Indian 
Territory, and the entire Pacific Northwest labeled “Oregon.”  The last four 
pages are a contemporary publisher’s catalogue for Librairie Phalansterienne, 
which published other works by Considerant, as well as Fourier, Rousseau, and 
other social philosophers.

A rare and valuable work, and the second copy ever handled by this firm.
HOWES C697, “aa.” BASIC TEXAS BOOKS 33. RAINES, p.53 (listing only 
later editions but not this first edition). CLARK III:92. EBERSTADT TEXAS 
162:176. RADER 901. SABIN 15925.  $7500.



 The Only Volume Published, Complete in Itself

11. Coutant, C.G.: THE HISTORY OF WYOMING FROM THE EARLI-
EST KNOWN DISCOVERIES...VOLUME I [all published]. Laramie: Chaplin, 
Spafford & Mathison, 1899. xxiv,[17]-712pp. plus plates. Plus 16pp. prospectus 
laid in. Frontispiece. Original pebbled cloth, gilt state seal on front board, spine 
stamped in gilt and blind. Lightly sunned and shelfworn. Blindstamp in lower 
margin of titlepage. Very clean internally. Very good.

Although the titlepage reads, “in three volumes,” this is as far as the author got.  
Covers the period to 1869, with material on the Mormons there, the Mormon 
trail and colonization, French Canadian and other early exploration, Astoria, 
Indians, and Yellowstone.  The final two volumes, never published, were to con-
tain biographies of pioneers and indices.  This historical volume is complete in 
itself.  The sixteen-page prospectus for the complete work, laid into this copy, is 
scarce in our experience.
HOWES C810, “aa.” MALONE, p.3. FLAKE C2543. GRAFF 889. JONES, 
ADVENTURES IN AMERICANA 1683.  $500.



 Remarkable African-American Subject, Author, and Publisher

12. Davis, D. Webster: THE LIFE AND PUBLIC SERVICES OF REV. WM. 
WASHINGTON BROWNE FOUNDER OF THE GRAND FOUNTAIN 
U.O. OF TRUE REFORMERS AND ORGANIZER OF THE FIRST DIS-
TINCTIVE NEGRO BANK IN AMERICA. [Richmond & Philadelphia: M.A. 
Browne-Smith and the A.M.E. Book Concern, 1910]. x,11-192pp. plus thirty-five 
photographic plates (including frontispiece). Original gilt pictorial red cloth, with 
central oval portrait photograph mounted on front board, spine gilt. Spine ends 
and corners worn, minor scuffing to portrait on front board, rear board slightly 
soiled, edges of boards a bit scuffed. Hinges just starting, fore-edge of first few 
leaves a bit frayed. Withal, still a very good copy.

An uncommon and important biography of an Afri-
can-American minister, who was born into slavery, 
written by an African-American poet, also born into 
slavery, published by an African-American woman, and 
printed by the oldest African-American printing shop 
in America.  This is the biography of Rev. William 
Washington Browne, born a slave in Georgia in 1849, 
who became a Union soldier, a teacher, a minister in 
the African Methodist Episcopal Church, and founder 
of an important African-American fraternal organiza-
tion in Richmond called the Grand Fountain of the 
United Order of True Reformers.  Browne, through 
the True Reformers, advocated temperance and thrift 
so that African Americans could live independently of 
the white community.  Browne established separate 
insurance policies and a bank for the members of his 
organization, and encouraged the larger black com-
munity to purchase real estate.  The bank was the first 
chartered African-American financial institution in 
the United States, and despite failing about thirteen 
years after Browne’s death, it served as a model for 
similar efforts for decades to come.

 

The thirty-five mostly photographic plates are largely 
portraits of important African-American figures in 
Browne’s life, such as other True Reformers and other 
ministers in the A.M.E. Church.  Several women 
are pictured, most notably Browne’s widow, Mrs. 
Mary A. Browne-Smith, who published this work.  
There are also images of Welch’s Hall in Richmond, 
the first meeting place of the True Reformers, True 
Reformers’ Hall in Richmond, and other buildings 
important to Browne’s life and work.

The author of the text, Daniel Webster Davis, was a poet, educator, and Baptist 
minister in Richmond.  Like Browne, Davis was also born into slavery, in Virginia 
in 1862, also a minister, and also became an important figure in the black com-
munity of Richmond.  This book was printed by the A.M.E. Book Concern in 
Philadelphia, which was, at the time of the book’s publication, the oldest African 
American-owned printing establishment in the United States.

Not in the Library Company’s Afro-Americana Collection.  OCLC records nine-
teen institutional copies.
WORK, pp.473-74. James D. Watkinson, “William Washington Browne (1849-
1897)” in Encyclopedia Virginia, Virginia Humanities online. OCLC 4540783.
 $1250.



 First American Edition of a Significant Work of Free Thought,
with a False Imprint and a Notable Pre-publication Text Excision

13. [Holbach, Paul-Henri Thiry]: COMMON SENSE: OR, NATURAL IDEAS 
OPPOSED TO SUPERNATURAL. Philadelphia [but likely Worcester, Ma.]. 
1795. 203,[1]pp. Antique-style three-quarter calf and marbled boards, spine ruled 
in gilt, gilt morocco label. Lower outer corner of titlepage chipped, lower por-
tion of leaf I5 excised, as usual. Moderate tanning and foxing. About very good.

The first American edition of this English translation of a notable work of French 
political and religious philosophy.  This edition has a most interesting biblio-
graphical history, bearing both a false imprint and a contemporary excision of 
text present in all recorded copies of the work.  The text has been variously at-

tributed over the years to Thomas Paine (an obvious but understandable error) 
and Constantin François de Chassebœuf, comte de Volney, and its printing has 
been falsely attributed to Isaiah Thomas or his son, due to a confusing but falsified 
copyright notice printed on the last page.  It is, in fact, an English translation of 
the French-German philosopher Paul-Henry Thiry Holbach’s Le Bon Sens; ou Idées 
Naturelles Opposées aux Idées Surnaturelles, first published in French in London 
in 1772.  Two editions of the work appeared in 1795 – this one and a New York 
edition, both likely with false imprints, but the present Philadelphia edition is 
less uncommon than the New York imprint.

The text may have been printed by Leonard Worcester, a one-time apprentice 
at Isaiah Thomas’s print shop who used Thomas’s press both for himself and for 
job work at Thomas’s behest.  The ornamental headpiece on page eleven is not 
found in any works printed by Thomas around this time, but he did use others 
reminiscent of its design.  It is however, very close in appearance to one frequently 
employed during this period by Worcester.  Leonard Worcester later served as 
editor, printer, and publisher of the Massachusetts Spy, a newspaper founded by 
Isaiah Thomas.

The reasons for the false imprint may lie in the portion of text removed from leaf 
I5, which contained a footnote critical of the clergy for being enemies of civil 
liberty, and for the overall atheistic nature of the work.  Leonard Worcester was 
himself a Congregationalist preacher, so perhaps the false imprint was employed 
to disguise the anti-Catholic sentiment of the text, rather than its generally anti-
religious content.  Or perhaps the false imprint may have sprung from fear of 
a similar reaction by American audiences to the original reception of Holbach’s 
work in Paris, where it was publicly burned.

“Paul-Henri Thiry, Baron d’Holbach was a philosopher, translator, and prominent 
social figure of the French Enlightenment.  In his philosophical writings Holbach 
developed a deterministic and materialistic metaphysics, which grounded his 
polemics against organized religion as well as his utilitarian ethical and political 
theory....Holbach was not in the eyes of many of his contemporaries as clearly 
a radical as some other members of his coterie.  He did publish some of the 
most notorious works of the French Enlightenment, including Le Christianisme 
Dévoilé (Christianity Unveiled), Système de la Nature (System of Nature) and Le Bon 
Sens (Common Sense).  These books evoked long and heated responses from such 
notable figures as Voltaire, abbé Bergier, and Frederick the Great; System of Na-
ture and Common Sense were condemned by the parliament of Paris and publicly 
burned.  Holbach, however, was not in his own time as notorious as his books.  
He was careful always to publish anonymously, so that those who did not know 
him or who did not care to think of him in that way, might have remained at 
least partially ignorant of his religious and political views” – Stanford Encyclopedia 
of Philosophy online.

 

Rare.  OCLC shows just four physical copies, at Faulkner University, the Center 
for Inquiry Library, Cornell, and the American Antiquarian Society.
EVANS 29821 (incorrectly attributing authorship to Volney). OCLC 434649813.
  $1500.



 Panoramic Photograph of Manzanar
Produced by the Internees Themselves

14. [Japanese-American Internment]: Manzanar Cooperative Enterprises, 
Inc.: [Miyatake, Toyo]: WAR RELOCATION CENTER. MANZANAR 
CALIFORNIA. [Manzanar, Ca.]: Manzanar Cooperative Enterprises, Inc., [ca. 
March 1943 – November 1945]. Panoramic photograph, 10 x 34½ inches. Moder-
ate toning, soiling, and staining. A few light creases, tiny hole at bottom left just 
inside the image area, pinholes at corners, verso toned from previous exposure 
to cardboard. Overall, in good plus condition.

An amazing panoramic photograph of the Japanese-American internment camp 
at Manzanar, California during World War II.  The image was taken from a 
tower (a small portion of which can be seen in the bottom left corner) along the 
fenceline of the camp, likely by an outside photographer, as internees were not 
allowed to have cameras.  It shows the massive scale of the camp, with rows of 
buildings ranged across the breadth of the image, set against the majesty of the 
Sierra Nevada mountain range in the background.

The photograph is copyrighted by Manzanar Cooperative Enterprises, Inc., an 
organization owned, operated, and managed solely by the Japanese-American 
internees in the concentration camp, per an agreement with the War Relocation 
Authority dated March 1, 1943.  It was likely commissioned by the internee-owned 

co-op and printed by a Japanese-American photographic developer.  From the 
National Park Service website:

“In April 1943, a photo studio was opened in the ironing room of Block 30.  All 
types of photographs were desired by the evacuees, and commercial photogra-
phers seldom came to the camp.  Cameras were not allowed in the hands of the 
evacuees at Manzanar except toward the end of the camp’s existence.  Thus, the 
Cooperative established a photo studio to centralize photographic services.  It 
became necessary to pro-rate the appointments among the blocks so that all persons 
would have an opportunity to have photographs taken.  The charges were nominal 
and the service provided by Toyo Miyatake, who had operated a photographic 
studio in Los Angeles prior to evacuation, was considered ‘excellent.’  The studio 
performed all the work for the school annuals as well as a considerable amount 
for WRA administrators.”

Due to government restrictions on photography in the Japanese internment camps, 
surviving photographs of them are exceedingly rare.  Rarer still are examples 
printed by an actual internee, as is very likely the case here.  A stunning snapshot 
of the most well-known American concentration camp of the 1940s.
https://www.nps.gov/parkhistory/online_books/manz/hrs12k.htm  $5000.



 Significant Critique
on the Handling of California Land Cases

15. Jones, William Carey: LETTERS OF WILLIAM CAREY JONES, IN 
REVIEW OF ATTORNEY GENERAL BLACK’S REPORT TO THE PRESI-
DENT OF THE UNITED STATES, ON THE SUBJECT OF LAND TITLES 
IN CALIFORNIA. San Francisco: Commercial Steam Book and Job Printing 
Establishment, 1860. 31pp. Original printed wrappers. Wrappers lightly soiled, 
some pencil notes. Contemporary gift inscription on front wrapper (see below). 
Faint vertical fold throughout, a few instances of pencil marginalia. Very good.

This copy is inscribed on the front wrapper, “To Editor of the Bulletin with 
Compliments of Alex. P. Greene.”  Greene was the person who submitted this 
title for copyright in the Northern District of California.

William Carey Jones was a United States Land Commissioner and one of the 
foremost figures involved in California land claim cases.  Jeremiah Black was 
President Buchanan’s Attorney General, and Jones often found himself at odds 
with Black’s interpretations of the validity of land claims.  In reviewing Black’s 
opinions on land claim cases Jones alleges that Black acted with negligence, if 
not worse.  “Jones is justly severe in his strictures on the Attorney General, and 
his review of some of the great land cases, such as the Limantour and Capt. Sut-
ter claims and of Black’s statements about them, is not only enlightening on the 
general subject of California land claims, but important in the slant it gives on 
the ways of Jeremiah S. Black” – Streeter sale.  One of the reasons Jones had this 
work published was to oppose Black’s nomination to the Supreme Court, which 
was defeated in early 1861.

This work is relatively scarce on the market.  Howes affords it a “b” rating (“ob-
tainable only at considerable difficulty”).  Howell had a copy in the addenda of 
his catalogue 50 (1980), and a copy appeared in the Streeter sale in 1968, where 
it sold for only $50, to Ximenes (Steve Weissman notes that bidding was slow, 
and the auctioneer John Marion was trying to speed things up and knocked it 
down to him quickly. He sold it to the Newberry for $120).  Before that, Ernest 
Wessen modestly asked $125 for a copy in 1955 (noting that a copy sold for $325 
in 1924) and Rosenbach asked $185 for a copy in 1950.
GREENWOOD 1280. STREETER SALE 2850. COHEN 9584. COWEN, p.318. 
HOWES J247, “b.” ROCQ 16959. HOWELL 50:1562. ROSENBACH 15:128. 
MIDLAND NOTES 61:93. SABIN 36629 (note).  $1500.



 A Very Early Printing
of the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation

16. Lincoln, Abraham: GENERAL ORDERS, No. 139. THE FOLLOW-
ING PROCLAMATION BY THE PRESIDENT IS PUBLISHED FOR 
THE INFORMATION AND GOVERNMENT OF THE ARMY AND ALL 
CONCERNED: BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, A PROCLAMATION [caption title]. Washington, D.C.: War 
Department, Adjutant General’s Office, [ca. September 24, 1862]. 3pp. Modern 
half calf and marbled boards, spine gilt. Text with minor edge wear. Very good.

 

One of the earliest printings of the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, is-
sued to regimental commanders in the field during the Civil War in the week after 
President Lincoln’s official manuscript version was finished.  The third paragraph 
rings out with Lincoln’s timeless words: “That on the first day of January, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, all persons held 
as slaves within any State or designated area of a State, the people whereof shall 
then be in rebellion against the United States, shall be then, thenceforward, and 
forever free....”

 

Following the Seven Days Battle and Gen. McClellan’s retreat from the Peninsula, 
at the end of June, 1862, President Lincoln realized that there would be no early 
end to the war, and found himself “as inconsolable as it was possible for a human 
to be and yet live.”  Anxious for news from the army and needing to escape the 
constant interruptions at the White House, he frequently visited the telegraph 
office in the War Department building to await dispatches.  It was during one 
such visit early in July that he asked the chief of the telegraph staff, Maj. Thomas 
Thompson Eckert, for some paper to “write something special,” and began the 
first draft of the Emancipation Proclamation, completing it in a few weeks.

 

Lincoln had long hoped to resolve the slavery issue through a congressional act 
of emancipation compensating slave owners for their loss of “property,” but that 
approach was roundly rejected by representatives from the border states, leav-
ing the President, who had decided upon the necessity of emancipation, with a 
presidential proclamation as the only option.  The extraordinary document he 
conceived would announce the liberation on the 1st of January, 1863 of all slaves 
in those states still in rebellion against the Union, and promised compensation 
to slave owners in those states that returned to the fold before that time if they 
adopted “immediate or gradual abolishment of slavery.”  This proclamation would 
be followed by a final proclamation issued on the 1st of January, identifying those 
states still in rebellion and confirming the liberation of all slaves therein.

 

On Tuesday, July 22, Lincoln presented his draft to the Cabinet, telling them that 
he had resolved firmly upon the course of action it specified, and asking them not 
for advice but suggestions.  The only observation he had not anticipated came 



from Secretary of State Seward, who proposed that it might be best to wait for 
a military victory before issuing the Proclamation, as it could otherwise seem 
like “the last measure of an exhausted government.”  Immediately recognizing 
the wisdom of the suggestion, Lincoln held back.  On September 17th, after 
an anxious wait of nearly two months, he received the victory he needed at the 
bloody Battle of Antietam.  Completing his final draft, Lincoln presented it to his 
cabinet for refinement on September 22nd.  Following the meeting, Seward took 
the amended draft with him to the State Department, where a formal, manuscript 
copy was made, then signed by Lincoln and Seward.

The first edition of the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation (Eberstadt #1), 
a small three-page circular intended for distribution within the government and 
to the local press, was likely printed on the 22nd of September.  At the time that 
Charles Eberstadt published his study of the Proclamation (1950), he was able 
to locate only one copy, which he himself owned, and as nearly as we have been 
able to determine no other copies have come to light since then.

Eberstadt #2 is a supposed second edition, no copy of which Charles Eberstadt was 
able to locate, whose existence he inferred from the standard State Department 
practice of printing a folio edition consisting solely of the text of the proclama-
tion, followed by another printing consisting of the text of a letter of transmittal 
from the Secretary of State as well as the text of the proclamation.  While there 
may be a copy of Eberstadt #2 in the National Archives, as he speculated, it is 
not recorded in their online catalog, nor have we been able to find a copy in any 
other online catalog, including OCLC, the Library of Congress, and the Abraham 
Lincoln Library.

Eberstadt’s third printing of the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation is without 
a doubt the earliest obtainable printing.  It consists of Secretary of State Seward’s 
one-page letter of transmittal addressed “To the Diplomatic and Consular Officers 
of the United States in foreign countries” and the text of the proclamation.  Eber-
stadt located a total of only five copies in institutions, at the Library of Congress, 
the National Archives, Yale, the Clements Library, and Brown.  OCLC does not 
record any additional copies, nor is it recorded in Monaghan.  This firm sold a 
copy several years ago.

The present copy of General Orders No. 139, is Eberstadt’s fourth printing of the 
Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, dated in print on September 24.  Charles 
Eberstadt surmises that this field order printing could have been accomplished 
as late as September 29 or 30, and produced in as many as 15,000 copies.  It is, 
however, rather uncommon in the market and this is the first copy of this printing 
of the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation offered by this firm.

“From the first days of the Civil War, slaves had acted to secure their own liberty.  
The Emancipation Proclamation confirmed their insistence that the war for the 
Union must become a war for freedom.  It added moral force to the Union cause 
and strengthened the Union both militarily and politically.  As a milestone along 
the road to slavery’s final destruction, the Emancipation Proclamation has assumed 
a place among the great documents of human freedom” – National Archives.  

“The proclamation has been called by responsible persons one of the three great 
documents of world history, ranking with Magna Carta and the Declaration of 
Independence” – Eberstadt.

An early, uncommon, and highly significant printing of the preliminary version 
of the Emancipation Proclamation.
EBERSTADT, LINCOLN’S EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION 4.  $1500.



 Valuable Economic Information
on Post-Civil War New Orleans

17. [Louisiana]: [Lewis, Charles]: [MANUSCRIPT TAX LEDGER FOR THE 
EIGHTH ASSESSMENT DISTRICT OF NEW ORLEANS IN RECON-
STRUCTION-ERA LOUISIANA, GIVING INFORMATION ON THE VALUE 
OF MORE THAN A THOUSAND COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL 
PROPERTIES]. [New Orleans. 1869-1870]. [128]pp. Folio. Contemporary three-
quarter calf and black pebbled cloth boards, gilt leather label on front board. Most 
cloth on front board, and calf on spine and lower outer corner of front board 

perished, rear board worn and scuffed. 
Front board almost completely detached, 
textblock tender in some places. Minor 
occasional foxing and spotting to text. 
Overall good condition.

 

A rare surviving ledger from Recon-
struction-era New Orleans, containing 
tax assessment records for the Eighth 
Assessment District in 1869 and 1870.  
Most of the properties listed herein are 
in the heart of New Orleans, including 
the French Quarter.  The ledger is la-
beled “No. 1” on the front board, and 
indicates it was kept by a tax assessor 
named Charles Lewis, though the en-
tries are made by at least two different 
hands.  The text is comprised of ledger 
entries organized by squares within the 
city of New Orleans, listing the streets 
bounding each particular square, and 
containing the taxable entities in each 
square.  For example, Square 12, bounded 
by Ursulines Ave., Gallatin St., Hospital, 
and Peters St. lists entries for eleven 
residential “taxable persons,” their lot 
numbers, measurements, and real estate 
value in both 1869 and 1870.  There are 
also eleven separate entries, locations, 
lot numbers, and amounts of commercial 
capital for various businesses in Square 
12; the businesses are specified in the 
“Remarks” column, and include coffee 
houses, liquor stores, feed stores, and a 
vegetable wholesaler.  A couple of the 

squares are entirely residential in nature.

The remainder of the ledger continues in the same manner, relating important 
information on the residential and commercial makeup of New Orleans just after 
the Civil War, with the last few pages reporting personal property brought for-
ward from other ledgers and a recapitulation of each square.  In total, the ledger 
reports names of property owners, real estate values, commercial capital amounts, 
and types of businesses for almost 1,300 residents and businesses in Reconstruc-
tion New Orleans, providing a rich foundation for further research.  The front 
pastedown bears an attractive label from John W. Madden, Stationer, Printer and 
Blankbook Manufacturer at 73 Camp Street in New Orleans.  $1250.



 Nantucket at the End of the 19th Century

18. [Nantucket Photographica]: NANTUCKET SCENES TAKEN ON WED-
DING TRIP OF ARTHUR & BESSIE BURT SEPT. 1895 [manuscript title]. 
[Various locations in Nantucket, Rockport, and other locations in Massachusetts. 
1895]. Thirty-six albumen photographs, from 2½ x 4½ inches to 4½ x 6 inches, 
with black ink manuscript annotations below the photographs Small square octavo. 

Contemporary brown pebbled cloth. Minor 
wear to covers, cloth along joints cracked, 
tied with modern string (string broken at 
upper binding hole). Photographs clean 
and sharp. Overall very good. In a tan cloth 
clamshell box, gilt leather labels.

 

An excellent and early annotated vernacular 
photograph album capturing the vitality of 
the island of Nantucket at the end of the 
19th century.  The photographs were taken 
by, and the album assembled by, Arthur & 
Bessie Burt, a young married couple spending 
their honeymoon on the island in Septem-
ber 1895; one of the images shows Bessie 
sitting on the beach on the north side of 
Nantucket.  These sharp and informative 
photographs capture Nantucket landmarks 
such as the Springfield House Hotel, Brant 
Point, and Coffyn (or Coffin) House, the 
oldest house on Nantucket, built in 1686.  
The images also include various bird’s-eye 
views of Nantucket from all four directions 
of the compass; views of Nantucket Harbor; 
numerous street views on Main Street, Cliff 

Road, Union Street, and others; the Post Office at Broadway and Sconset; the 
Sankoty and other lighthouses; and early homes.  There are also a few similar 
views of Rockport on Thacher Island, Wrentham, Readville, and Hyde Park, 
Massachusetts, as well as Newport, New Hampshire.  The latter few images 
show members of the Burt family and a scene of lettuce beds on their farm in 
Wrentham.  A captivating collection of New England photographs documenting 
Nantucket and other coastal towns in late Victorian America.  $1500.



 Tenets of the Nation of Islam

19. [Nation of Islam]: BLACK LAWS FOR ALL BLACK PEOPLE. BLACK 
LAW. BLACK LAW SOCIETY. BLACK LAW DEFENDER [wrapper title]. 
[N.p. N.d., ca. 1950s]. [4]pp., printed on a quarto sheet. Sheet separated along 
center fold. Tanned, minor chipping and staining. Good.

An early flyer from the Fruit of Islam, the early security service and defense unit 
of the Nation of Islam.  The flyer enumerates ten “Oaths” and ten “Intolerable 
Offenses” related to the African American community in the United States.  The 
Oaths cover two pages, and begin with, “1. A Black Brother or Sister must aid 
each other in trouble with any authorities representing the controllers, enslavers, 
oppressors or exploiters of our people.”  Other oaths cover secrecy in the black 
community, protection of fellow African Americans, and the notion that an of-
fense against one black person is an offense against “the entire Black race.”  The 
last page of Intolerable Offenses begin with, “1. It is an intolerable offense to 
rape an innocent Black Woman.”  The other offenses include assassinating black 
leaders, informing on each other, encouraging the black community to consume 
drugs, kill fellow black people out of revenge, take sides with “non-black people,” 
to be used “as a tool by non-blacks to plot against your own people,” and more.  
OCLC locates four copies, at Yale Law School, Broward County Public Library, 
Northwestern University, and the Wisconsin Historical Society Library.
OCLC 34005964.  $400.



 African-American Witnesses to and Victims of
the New York Draft Riots

20. [New York City Draft Riots]: [African Americana]: REPORT OF THE 
COMMITTEE OF MERCHANTS FOR THE RELIEF OF COLORED 
PEOPLE, SUFFERING FROM THE LATE RIOTS IN THE CITY OF 
NEW YORK. New York: George A. Whitehorne, 1863. 48pp. Original printed 
front wrapper (rear wrapper lacking). Minor chipping and soiling to edges of front 
wrapper, with a contemporary ink ownership inscription belonging to a Lower 
Manhattan resident dated the month and year of publication. Soft vertical crease 
throughout, minor foxing to terminal leaves. About very good.

A scarce work containing first-hand accounts by African-American victims of 
the bloody New York City Draft Riots in mid-July 1863.  Between July 13 and 
July 16, 1863, Lower Manhattan was torn apart by vicious riots sparked by the 
passage of the Enrollment Act of 1863, designed to reinforce the Union army.  
Poor whites, unable to afford the $300 substitution fee, grew angry at the terms 
of the conscription act, and turned their ire on people and property in Manhat-
tan.  Three days of murder, riot, and looting were particularly aimed at African 
Americans, whom the largely Irish mob blamed for the Civil War and resented 
because of the Emancipation Proclamation.  White mobs tore through black 
neighborhoods in Lower Manhattan, beating, raping, or killing anyone in their 
path, even burning an African American orphan asylum and hanging some un-
fortunate souls from lamp posts.  Over 800 federal troops, including some who 
had just finished fighting at the Battle of Gettysburg, had to be called in to quell 
the rampage.  The 1863 New York City Draft Riots remain the most destructive 
riots in the history of the city.

The Committee of Merchants for the Relief of Colored People sought to aid Af-
rican Americans harmed or dispossessed by the riots.  The present work contains 
reports from their secretary and treasurer, a listing of people whom the commit-
tee has assisted, an address to the committee from the “Colored Ministers and 
Laymen” of New York, several pages listing donor names and amounts of dona-
tions, and packages of clothing received by the committee.  Most importantly, 
the work records a number of firsthand accounts by African Americans who were 
victimized in the event and other accounts of the tragedy in a sixteen-page section 
titled, “Incidents of the Riot.”  This section also details others killed or attacked 
by the rioters and gives other accounts of the events of July 1863. Toward the 
conclusion of this section, the secretary writes, “By referring to the first twelve 
incidents, it will be seen that among the killed are men, women, and children – 
White, Colored and Indian – from the tender babe of three days old, up to the 
venerable man of three score years and three....And all were slain, either while 
in the peaceful pursuit of their honest, though humble vocations, providing for 
their families, or while endeavoring to escape from the hands of their destroyers.”

This is one of two variants of the pamphlet, with page twelve ending in the word 
“no,” the right column on page forty-five ending “Total........$41,086 08,” and 
with twenty-two package donors listed on page forty-eight.

An important historical record of one of the most unfortunate and destructive 
riots in American history.
LIBRARY COMPANY, AFRO-AMERICANA 7082. WORK, p.561. SABIN 
54633.  $4500.



Native Lands in Oklahoma Offered for Sale

21. [Oklahoma Territory]: CREEK INDIAN LANDS NOW ON THE MAR-
KET [caption title]. Holdenville, Indian Territory: Western Real Estate Company, 
[ca. 1901]. Broadside, 11¾ x 6¼ inches. Three small tears in lower margin, small 
chip in upper right corner (no text affected). Very good.

Rare broadside advertising lands for sale in Indian Territory, issued a dozen years 
after the “opening” of Oklahoma in 1889 that brought thousands of Sooners into 
the region.  The land had been secured as a result of the “passage of the last Creek 
agreement,” a reference to the 1901 treaty between the United States and the Creek 
Nation, that resulted in the allotment of land to specific tribe members, which 
could then be resold.  Many members of the Creek tribe were relocated to Indian 
Territory when they were removed from their lands in Georgia in the late 1820s 
and early 1830s.  The broadside advertises 100,000 acres of land being offered by 
the Western Real Estate Company of Holdenville, Indian Territory, located just 
southeast of Oklahoma City.  A trust company had been established to guarantee 
title to the land and to loan money to purchasers.  The agricultural potential of 
the land, “the best country west of the Mississippi,” is touted: it would produce 
“from 30 to 80 bushels corn per acre; from 3/4 to 1 bale cotton; from 75 to 500 
bushels potatoes to the acre.  It is a fine fruit and berry center.  The climate and 
the seasons are the very best.  We never fail to make a crop here.”  Only three 
copies of this broadside are located in OCLC, two at Yale and one at Southern 
Methodist University.  There is also a copy at the University of Oklahoma.

Good evidence of land hunger in pre-statehood Oklahoma.
OCLC 914767541.                                                                                $1750.



 Assessing the State of African-American Education

22. Payne, E. George: AN ESTIMATE OF OUR NEGRO SCHOOLS. New 
York: The American Church Institute for Negroes, [n.d., but ca. 1930]. 28pp., 
including illustrations. Original printed wrappers, string tied. Wrappers lightly 
spotted, minor edge wear. Small adhesive remnant on titlepage. Very good condition.

Ostensibly a report on four African-American schools under the management of 
the American Church Institute for Negroes, but also a fundraising effort for the 
organization, as the last page contains a “Form of Bequest” to be filled out and 
returned with a donation.  The report itself is focused on improving and modern-
izing conditions at St. Augustine’s College in Raleigh, North Carolina; Voorhees 
Normal and Industrial School in Denmark, South Carolina; Fort Valley High and 
Industrial School in Fort Valley, Georgia; and St Paul Normal and Industrial School 
in Lawrenceville, Virginia.  It was authored by Dr. E. George Payne, Assistant 
Dean of New York University who visited the above four schools “for purposes 
of investigation and appraisal.”  The report, illustrated throughout with small 
drawings of African-American students at various tasks, includes sections on the 
work done by the schools, an assessment of the student body (“clean, happy and 
industrious and would compare favorably with a similar body of white students 
in the same grade of school in any part of the country”), the health of the com-
munities where the schools reside, the contributions of each school (“Each of the 
four schools studied is making its particular contribution to the problem of Negro 
education and racial adjustment in the South”), accomplishments of each school, 
and more.  Payne also includes an assessment of the American Church Institute 
for Negroes itself, along with an analysis of their fundraising and endowment.  
OCLC records seventeen copies, under three accession numbers.
OCLC 7423335, 11954989, 44607043.  $500.



 Diary of an Officer in Charge
of African-American Soldiers in the Philippines

23. [Philippines]: [African American Military]: [MANUSCRIPT DIARY OF 
AN OFFICER IN COMPANY M, 24th INFANTRY REGIMENT, BUFFALO 
SOLDIERS, WRITTEN WHILE STATIONED IN THE PHILIPPINES 
DURING THE OPENING MONTHS OF WORLD WAR I]. [Camp Mc-
Grath, near Batangas, Philippines. September 2 – November 1, 1914]. [95]pp., 

numbered 376-470, written on rectos only, approximately 19,000 words. Quarto. 
Original “Homespun Linen Bond” notebook, pictorial front wrapper, cardboard 
rear board, bound by a cloth strip and string along top edge. Moderate wear and 
soiling, a few short closed tears to front wrapper. Some toning and minor edge 
wear to text. Withal, in very good condition.

An unusual manuscript record kept by a junior officer in a “Buffalo Soldiers” 
regiment in Southeast Asia during the opening months of the First World War.  
This diary was written by the unidentified officer with the 24th Infantry Regiment 
while stationed at Camp McGrath near Batangas in the Philippines.  The 24th 
Infantry Regiment – one of the legendary units of Buffalo Soldiers comprised of 
African American enlisted men – had a long and distinguished record of service.  
From its formation in 1869 until 1898, the regiment served in the American West 
fighting Native Americans and helping to settle the western plains.  The 24th 
thereafter participated in the Spanish-American War, spent several stints in the 
Philippines from 1899 to 1916 (from whence the present diary springs), guarded 
the U.S.-Mexico border during the Mexican Revolution, and fought in World 
War II and the Korean War.

Almost daily, the diarist mentions officer training, which would have sadly been 
out of reach for African-American soldiers in the American Army until after World 
War II.  The text provides an unusually-detailed accounting of daily activities in 
the Army for a period of two months in 1914, with mentions of officer training, 
enlisted men’s classes, the disciplining of African-American soldiers for various 
infractions, troop assignments and discharges (listing the men going home by 
name), drills and inspections, activities of fellow soldiers in his regiment, daily 
sojourns to the town of Batangas, the quarantining of his regiment after a cholera 
outbreak, and much more.

The author reports on legal troubles for a few of his fellow soldiers and enlisted 
men, including one on September 6: “Private Morton of ‘K’ Company of the 24th 
Infantry last night between 11:00 and 12:00 o’clock broke into the post exchange 
and was in the act of buglizing [burglarizing] but he was arested by the post 
guard and confind in the post guard hous to await for trial.”  He also mentions a 
military trial for a fellow soldier named Private Jeff Dooley on September 17, in 
which Dooley was “tried by 62 Art. of War in the U.S. Military Summary Court.”  
Dooley was relieved of duty, as was another soldier named Private Crutchern 
of M Company, “after compleating a sentence of 30 days confienment” for an 
unspecified offense.  Private Julius Nash was “confined in the post guard house 
for disorderly conduct” on October 6.

Other activities recorded by the author include two different trips to Batangas to 
see “a moveing picture show,” as well as detailed recounting of the “Army athletic 
field day” on September 25 which was viewed by “thousands of people...among 
the inspectors was the great athletic men of Batangas and Manila.”  Another Army 
field day on October 30 is described, as are musical concerts put on by the 24th 
Infantry band.  The diarist also describes attending “school instruction on military 
map makeing;” rifle, bayonet, and fencing exercises; church services; performing 
a regimental parade through the town of Batangas; and more.



The officer also mentions baseball games played against the 3rd Battalion on 
September 26 and October 3.  He makes several mentions of one particular fellow 
soldier, who won several events on field day and was a rather good baseball player: 
“Corporal Wilber Rogan the 24th Infantry’s greatest athlete and M Company’s 
baseball team.”  On October 9, he describes “a big smoker given in honor of 
Corporal Wilber Rogan the company baseball team...[after which] Regimental 
Sergeant Williams made a speech to the guest in the regards of Corporal Wilber 
Rogan’s influince as a athletic man in the 24th Infantry and also throughout the 
Philippine Islands.”  Rogan returned to the United States the next day.  Charles 
Wilber “Bullet Joe” Rogan was not merely a good ballplayer – he went on to star 
as one of the best hitters and pitchers in baseball’s Negro Leagues from 1917 to 
1938.  He was elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1998.

The author mentions a speech given to his regiment on October 11, in which 
Sergeant Thomas Rucker advised “the men of the company telling them how to get 
along to make soldiering easy while they was in the U.S. Army.”  One wonders if 
the motivation behind this speech concerned telling the African-American enlisted 
men in the regiment how to behave in the predominately white American military.

On September 6, the author mentions that “An American civilion from Mindora 
Island died at the post hospital with tropical disease.”  Just over a month later, on 
October 13, he relates an order that “because of the exsist of cholera in the town 
of Batangas no enlisted man, civilion, or natives who are employed by the U.S. 
government in the past of Camp McGrath will leave the reservation to visit the 
town of Batangas or any barro in the vicinity of Batangas until further notice.”  
Practically trapped on their base for almost a week, the soldiers spend time in the 
intervening days going “from one company to another visiting their friends” and 
walking “out to the line of the reservation...talking to the natives.”  The quarantine 
was lifted on October 18.  However, a second wave of cholera erupted in Batangas 
in late October, and on October 27 the regiment was again ordered to quarantine 
on the base, this time for a period of five days.  The author writes later that day 
that “four natives died from cholera in Batangas in the last 24 hours and other 
cases are underway.”  The regimental doctor traveled into Batangas on October 
30 to investigate the cholera situation, and came back to the base reporting that 
“the cholera was out of the town and the men won’t be in any danger of they go 
to town....”  The commander lifted the quarantine the next day.

Another interesting aspect of the diary lies in the detailed and lengthy reports 
of various conflicts during the opening months of the First World War, includ-
ing much on fighting taking place in Asia and the western Pacific.  World War 
I began in Europe in the summer of 1914.  The author makes his first mention 
of the conflict in his second entry, on September 3 (original spelling retained 
throughout in all of the quoted passages that follow): “A message was received at 
Camp McGrath from the Europine War stateing that the Belgums protest against 
the states ship registry.  General battle are progressing and the Russians have 
charged Prussia and are victorious.  Galica French is offensive.  Lorraine checked 
Crown Prince’s Army around the town of Spimcourt, Louguicon, Neufchateau, 
and Balizeal.  Allies line are unbroken but gradually falling back.  Germans right 

line is within fifty miles of Parris.  Aeroplane dropped bombs in the city of Par-
ris.  Zepplins continue dropping bombs in the city of Antwerp.  Lloyd George 
announced extension of Moralastic months and four wealthy Belgians guaranteed 
payment of Brussels war levy.  Two German corps withdrawn and rushed Prussia-
ward.  Germans has claim to have captured seventy thousand Russians.”

The author records similar reports of war activities in another twenty entries in 
his diary, constituting a healthy percentage of the overall content of this volume.  
He reports on Turkey’s mobilization of troops and Germany’s advance on Paris 
on September 5; details a long list of war activities from a “War Bulletin of the 
Europine War” on September 8; describes military activities in the African pro-
tectorate of Nyasaland on September 13; and mentions that “President Wilson 
offered plans for peace but it has not been considered.”  Even at this early point 
in the Great War, he reports casualties numbering “half a million men” and also 
President Wilson’s abandonment of his “plan of mediation” on the 21st.  The 
diarist writes about Germany’s advance into “Russian Poland” on September 23 
and the next day details another bombardment of the city of Liege by Germany, 
where German soldiers “have all the food in the city in their hands and are cook-
ing on the streets while the citizens of the city are on a starvation.”  September 
26 brings an entry mentioning a British detachment that landed at Laoshan Bay, 
China to fight Germans stationed at Tsingtau; the entry for September 27 occupies 
just over three pages, beginning with the Australian victory over the Germans 
at New Guinea and contains a long account of the sinking of the British ship 
Aboukir by a German U-boat.  The German evacuation of the Walderseehohe 
line and other activities are mentioned on September 30; mention is made of the 
sinking of ships in the Indian Ocean October 1, and two days later he reports 
activities on the Niemen River, in Tsingtau where a Japanese minesweeper was 
“blown up,” and “four million Russians are advancing in Austria.”  The officer 
mentions the Japanese victory in the Marshall Islands, a report of the outbreak 
of the “battle of Cracou,” a Belgian victory against the Germans at Antwerp, and 
more on October 8; the next day he relates the sinking of German gunboats in 
Kiauchau Bay, fighting in East Prussia, and more.  His last mention of the war 
on October 12 brings news that the Germans have now taken Antwerp and the 
Russians have captured 10,000 German prisoners.

A notation on the front cover reads, “Chapter Number 6 Events from Sept 2d to 
November 1st 1914.”  This obviously indicates that the present diary was once 
part of a larger series of diaries kept by the author during his time with the 24th 
Infantry Regiment.  We are unaware of the location of the remaining chapters 
of his diary.

The present diary provides a rare window into military life in the Philippines 
during the opening months of the outbreak of World War I, written from the 
perspective of a white officer in a Buffalo Soldiers unit near Batangas.  Especially 
fascinated with news from Europe and elsewhere during the opening months of 
the First World War, his text also provides much information on the activities 
of an important African-American unit, and offers an interesting study in the 
reception of war news by a soldier stationed at a distant military outpost while 
war raged in several other parts of the world.  $4750.



 Indian Remedies Peddled Out of New Haven

24. [Quack Medicine]: [Tanner, S.A.]: DR. S.A. TANNER, NATURAL DOC-
TOR, HAS ARRIVED, AND WILL TAKE ROOMS AT [] AND REMAIN 
A SHORT TIME WHERE HE CAN BE CONSULTED IN REGARD TO 
ALL DISEASES AFFLICTING THE HUMAN SYSTEM....HIS REMEDIES 
ARE PURELY INDIAN VEGETABLES...[caption title]. New Haven: Hoggson 
& Robinson, Steam Job Printers, [ca. 1880s]. Broadside, 9¼ x 5¾ inches. Minor 
creasing and edge wear, light soiling. Near fine.

 

A rare broadside touting the healing powers of Dr. S.A. Tanner, who promises 
to “give the locations and symptoms” to any disease “without asking any ques-
tions.”  Tanner asserts that he uses natural “Indian Vegetables, composed of Roots, 
Herbs, Barks, and Buds” and specifically states that they would heal “lameness, 
hip, and spinal diseases.”  He offers free consultations and house calls, as well.  
Dr. Tanner claimed an office at Apothecaries Hall in New Haven, a long-running 
pharmacy and office building for area physicians.  Dr. Tanner’s services have the 
ring of medical quackery, one of the defining characteristics of which was the 
absolute talent to cure any disease with Native American medicines.  New Haven 
was a locus for purveyors of such miraculous “Indian” remedies.  $200.



 Communists Outside Dallas

25. Savardan, Augustin: UN NAUFRAGE AU TEXAS. OBSERVATIONS 
ET IMPRESSIONS RECUEILLIES PENDANT DEUX ANS ET DEMI 
AU TEXAS ET A TRAVERS LES ÉTAT-UNIS D’AMÉRIQUE. Paris: Gar-
nier Fréres, 1858. [4],344pp. Half title. 12mo. Original printed wrappers. Minor 
staining and chipping to wrappers, expertly mended along the joints. Scattered 
foxing to text, else clean internally. Very good. Untrimmed. In a half morocco 
and cloth clamshell box, spine gilt.

A captivating account of the failed socialist utopian community at Reunion, writ-
ten by the group’s physician.  “In 1853 Victor Considerant and Albert Brisbane 
journeyed by horseback through Texas, and Considerant returned to Europe full 
of plans for creating a utopian socialist colony there.  He raised over a million 
francs and purchased 47,000 acres in Texas.  In 1855 he returned with colonists 
and established the settlement of La Reunion near Dallas.  Subsequently, close to 
500 colonists settled there.  These included writers, musicians, artists, artisans, 
and free spirits, but only two farmers.  As might be expected, a couple of years 
of utopian bickering and successive Texas droughts brought the experiment to 
a speedy collapse.  The colony was abandoned, and Considerant moved to San 
Antonio, where he lived until 1869 when he returned to France.  Many of the 
colonists at La Reunion were well-educated, and Julie Considerant organized a 
salon in a cedar brake along the banks of the Trinity, where the colonists met to 
discuss the ideas of Fourier, Proudhon, Cabet, Sue, Hugo, and other writers and 
philosophers.  Some colonists brought with them extensive libraries, several of 
which have found their way into university libraries in Texas” – Jenkins.

The experiment at Reunion was to be one of the first exercises in practical com-
munism.  Considerant, well known in European progressive circles, was an inti-
mate of Marx and some have suggested the latter may have even plagiarized from 
Considerant’s work.  Regardless, Considerant was among the first to establish a 
community on what could be called Marxist principles, and he was widely suc-
cessful at convincing others to join him.  Among the subscribers was Dr. Augustin 
Savardan, who became the leading physician of the colony and its chief magistrate.  
But his stay in the colony was brief, and by 1857 several significant conflicts with 
Considerant prompted him to leave the venture and return to France.  In 1858 
he published this exposé, lambasting Considerant for his shoddy preparation and 
overall inadequacy as a leader.

“This book is the only detailed record by a colonist of the day-to-day life in La 
Réunion” – Handbook of Texas.  An essential and extremely rare Texas item.
BASIC TEXAS BOOKS 33 (ref). HOWES S127, “aa.” SABIN 77268. EBER-
STADT 162:182. RAINES, p.182. HANDBOOK OF TEXAS (online).  $9000.



 Printed in Manila Bay, on Dewey’s Flagship

26. [Spanish-American War]: THE BOUNDING BILLOW. PUBLISHED IN 
THE INTERESTS OF AMERICAN MEN-O’-WARSMEN. PUBLISHED 
AT INTERVALS ON U.S.F.S. OLYMPIA. MANILA, P.I., JUNE, 1898. Vol. 
I. No. 5...THE BATTLE OF MANILA BAY. Manila, Philippines. 1898. 16pp., 
printed in double columns. Color illustration on front wrapper, uncolored map on 
rear wrapper. Original pictorial self-wrappers. Rear wrapper detached (but pres-
ent). Central vertical fold, wrappers with chips and tears in edges, upper outer 
corner of front wrapper repaired with tape on verso. Good.

One of three issues of this scarce Spanish-American War periodical published 
on board Dewey’s flagship, Olympia, in Manila Bay.  There was a total of seven 
numbers of this naval periodical, the first two published in Nagasaki, the third 
in Yokohama, the fourth in Hong Kong, and numbers five to seven in Manila.  
The present issue, entirely devoted to the Battle of Manila Bay, is among the 
most desirable and contains American accounts and a translated Spanish account 
of the battle, several poems, and a map of the scene of action made by a sailor 
“with a couple of sail needles.”  The magazine was written and edited by Appren-
tice First Class Louis Stanley Young, and printed by Harry B. Glover on paper 
captured from the “Commandancia General del Arsenal de Cavite.”  Young, a 
former printer himself, improvised a print shop in a torpedo room on board the 
Olympia.  An illustration of the Liberty Bell, two flags, an American eagle, etc. 
is printed on the front wrapper in black, red, and blue.  “A historic piece, one of 
major proportions” – Moebs.
MOEBS, AMERICA’S NAVAL HERITAGE 136.  $750.



 The Principal Military Manual of the American Revolution

27. [Steuben, Friedrich Wilhelm Ludolf Gerhard Augustin, Baron von]: 
REGULATIONS FOR THE ORDER AND DISCIPLINE OF THE TROOPS 
OF THE UNITED STATES. PART I [all published]. Hartford: Nathaniel Pat-
ten, [1783]. 108pp. plus eight engraved folding plates. 12mo. Contemporary calf, 
expertly rebacked to style, red morocco label. Contemporary ownership signature 
on front pastedown. Trimmed a bit close along the upper edge, occasionally affect-
ing a page number. Plate two torn in lower outer corner, not affecting the image. 
Very good. In a cloth chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt.

The German-born Steuben, well trained in the highly disciplined military system 
developed under Frederick the Great, served as inspector general of the Conti-
nental Army.  In this capacity he wrote his Regulations for the Order and Discipline 

of the Troops of the United States on orders from the Continental Congress.  First 
published in 1779, the work became the standard text for the Continental Army 
and the United States Army into the early 19th century.  Fifty editions, abridge-
ments, extracts, and adaptations were printed before 1800.  Steuben’s contribution 
to American independence cannot be underestimated.  “He was unrivaled among 
the citizens of the new nation as an expert on military affairs.  His introduction 
of European military concepts to the Continental army marks the beginning of a 
truly professional military tradition in the United States” – ANB.

Rarely found with the folding plates intact and in good condition, as in the pres-
ent example.
EVANS 18267. SABIN 91395. HOWES S951, “aa.” ESTC W22971. REESE, 
REVOLUTIONARY HUNDRED 59 (ref).  $7500.



 The Rarest Work on the Champ D’Asile

28. [Texas]: LE CHAMP-D’ASILE AU TEXAS...Par C—. D—. Paris: Chez 
Tiger, [1820]. 107pp. plus folding engraved frontispiece. 16mo. Later brown paper-
covered boards, contemporary gilt morocco label. Light occasional foxing, small 
stain to last two leaves, small area of loss to lower gutter of last leaf repaired. Tiny 
closed tear to bottom edge of frontispiece (not affecting the image). Very good.

The rarest and most sensational account of the abortive colony of Napoleonic loy-
alists established in Texas in 1818.  The Champ D’Asile colony was one of several 
such settlements attempted by former officers of the Emperor in the New World.  
Under the leadership of Gen. C.F.A. Lallemand, the group of French expatriates 
landed at Galveston in January 1818 and attempted to establish a colony about 

twelve to fifteen miles from the 
mouth of the Trinity River.  The 
effort failed that summer, and the 
remainder of the starving colo-
nists retreated to New Orleans.  
Despite its short life, the colony 
was the center of an important 
episode in the maneuvering for 
control of Texas between Spain, 
the United States, and the not 
yet independent state of Mexico.  
The French settlers dreamed of 
establishing a new Napoleonic 
empire in the New World, and 
with more support they might 
have succeeded.

 

The accounts of Hartmann & 
Millard and L’Hertier, published 
in 1819, and the present account, 
are the three chief records of the 

colony at the time, though the present work is the hardest to find in the current 
market.  This publication includes the founding proclamation of Gen. Lallemand 
in 1818 and a partial list of colonists, and adds a sensational tale of colonists being 
burned at the stake by hostile Indians.

“...Rarest of books on the tribulations suffered by the abortive French colony on 
the Trinity River.  The panoramic view of the settlement is one of much interest” 
– Eberstadt.  The folding frontispiece view of the Champ D’Asile settlement shows 
carpenters and blacksmiths at work in the foreground, ground being plowed, and 
houses and tents of the colonies.  This is a very early and important view of Texas.

This is only the second complete copy of this title ever offered by this firm.
STREETER TEXAS 1077. SABIN 95071. EBERSTADT 162:134. HOWES D1, 
“aa.”  $6500.



 Demonstrating the Development of the West
at the Close of the 19th Century

29. [Trans-Mississippi Exposition]: [COLLECTION OF TWENTY-SEVEN 
STEREOVIEWS PICTURING THE 1898 TRANS-MISSISSIPPI AND 
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION IN OMAHA, NEBRASKA]. New York: 
Strohmeyer & Wyman, Publishers, 1898. Twenty-seven stereoviews, each 3½ x 7 
inches, including one duplicate image. Minor edge wear, occasional light foxing 
or soiling to the image area. Overall very good.

A wonderful selection of stereoviews capturing the people, sights, and architectural 
delights found inside the 1898 Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition in 
Omaha.  The images include numerous buildings and views of crowds and the 
grounds, specifically a crowd in front of Government Building, waiting for a speech 
from William Jennings Bryan on Opening Day; Governor Holcomb of Nebraska 
making the Opening Address; The “Midway” from the Administration Building; 

Looking through the Colonnade towards the Liberal Arts Building; Looking East 
from the Liberal Arts Building; the North side of the Court; Looking East on the 
Midway; “An Artistic Bit of the Trans-Mississippi Exposition” with statuary; the 
Fine Arts Building; “The Dome of the Government Building;” the International 
Hall; a Statue at the south end of the Machinery Building; the Colonnade East 
of the Manufacturers Building; and the Machinery and Electricity Building.

The images also include night views of the grounds lighted with thousands of 
electrical lights and fireworks, an early and powerful exhibition of the phenom-
enon of electricity.  These images show a variety of locations at night, including 
the Horticultural Building, the Mine Building and Lagoon, Neptune Fountain 
and the Government Building, the Lagoon and Twin Towers, the Grand Court 
from Twin Towers; the Twin Towers themselves, and a “Magnificent Electrical 



Display,” the Grand Court lit by electric light; a fireworks display; fireworks from 
the roof of the Mines Building; and a fireworks display described as “Feathery 
Fronds of Flame” (the only duplicate image in the group).

 

The 1898 Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition was an unofficial event 
planned by a group of Omaha businessmen for about three years before it actu-
ally took place from June 1 through November 1, 1898.  The nominal goal was 
to showcase the development of the American West from the Mississippi River 
to the Pacific Ocean.  Once the site was settled on (modern-day Kountze Park 
in Omaha), twenty-one temporary buildings were erected around a 2000-foot 
lagoon.  The buildings were rapidly constructed using an artificial stone at a 
fraction of the time and cost of a more substantial structure.  Other modern 
products from around the world were featured in the many buildings.  President 
William McKinley and William Jennings Bryan were among the dignitaries at 
the Opening Ceremonies.  Other special days were also featured, such as “Cody 
Day,” honoring Buffalo Bill, on August 31.  Over 2.6 million visitors attended 
the entire expo, over 100,000 on Opening Day alone.

 

An informative collection of stereo images from a defining world exposition in 
the life of the American West.  $1000.



 First Directory of Laramie City

30. Triggs, J.H.: HISTORY AND DIRECTORY OF LARAMIE CITY, WYO-
MING TERRITORY, COMPRISING A BRIEF HISTORY OF LARAMIE 
CITY FROM ITS FIRST SETTLEMENT TO THE PRESENT TIME, 
TOGETHER WITH SKETCHES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
SURROUNDING COUNTRY.... Laramie City: Daily Sentinel Print, 1875. 
91pp. Original printed green wrappers. Corners of wrappers and spine ends lightly 
worn. Old, faint stain in lower outer corner throughout, else near fine. In a cloth 
chemise and half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt.

An attractive copy of this history of Laramie and promotion for the surround-
ing country, with much information about the city’s virtues, attributes, etc.  The 
last third of the pamphlet is devoted to a directory of the city, giving interesting 
demographic information on early settlers of the town, including a profusion of 
men connected with railroads, as well as hoteliers and hotel workers, laborers and 
artisans, printers, etc.  There are also advertisements for many local merchants 
throughout.  This is the first directory for any part of Wyoming, and one of the 
first book-length works published there.  Triggs’ publications are the outstanding 
early Wyoming promotional pieces.

“A history of the region from the day of first settlement, in April of 1868.  Rec-
ognized by students of Western History as probably the best, most honest and 
outspoken, most bluntly written and vivid description extant of the early and 
turbulent days” – Eberstadt.
AII (WYOMING) 23. ADAMS SIX-GUNS 2239 (“exceedingly rare”). STOPKA, 
WYOMING TERRITORIAL IMPRINTS 1875.7. ADAMS HERD 2332 (“very 
rare”). EBERSTADT 113:434. HOWES T351, “b.” GRAFF 4191. STREETER 
SALE 2245. JENNEWEIN 83. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 188.  $6250.



 Firsthand Account
of the Horrors of Turn-of-the-Century Asylums

31. Turner, Cyrus S.: EIGHT AND ONE-HALF YEARS IN HELL OR THE 
EXPERIENCES OF THE AUTHOR IN INSANE ASYLUMS AND PRIVATE 
SANITARIUM. Des Moines, Ia.: Kenyon Co., 1912. 69pp. Frontis. Original 
printed red wrappers. Neatly rebacked in matching paper, upper outer corner 
of front wrapper mended in matching paper. Light tanning to text. Very good.

A rare and emotional first-person account of Cyrus Turner’s three different stays 
in mental health facilities in the late 19th and early 20th centuries and his com-
mentary on the treatment of the mentally ill at a time when involuntary com-
mitment was shockingly easy.  Turner describes two stays at the Iowa Hospital 
for the Insane in Mount Pleasant (1875-76 and 1887-94), one at the Woodcroft 
Sanitarium in Pueblo, Colorado (1909-10), and finally the Colorado State Asylum, 
also in Pueblo (1910).

Turner explains that his initial admission seemed to be reasonable: “I was suf-
fering from melancholy and was in poor health physically and mentally.  I was 
in my twentieth year....I over-taxed my strength at farm work and the failure of 
crops the season of 1875 had a depressing effect on my health.  I brooded over 
the failure of crops....I was seized with an uncontrollable desire to take my own 
life.”  He was “adjudged insane” and was placed “behind steel bars...the confine-
ment only increased my melancholy.”  He stopped eating and was force-fed by 
the doctors, which made things even worse.  Though the hospital director seemed 
good-natured, “Dr. Ranney thought it best for me to remain in the hospital until 
I got entirely rid of melancholy....” a rather unrealistic expectation.

Turner married and had two children before again declining due to overwork 
and financial stress.  This time, his wife committed him, claiming that she feared 
he would harm her or their children.  Again, the confinement only made things 
worse; he attempted suicide on several occasions, for which he was transferred 
to the “violent ward.”  Released as cured again, he and his wife divorced, and he 
drifted west.  He was involuntarily committed again in Colorado, in a strange 
case of potentially mistaken identity.  Finally released again, he proceeds to set 
forth his suggestions for reform.  Although Turner’s commitments were suspect, 
he seems to understand that he needed help, but these institutions often exacer-
bated his condition.  He allows that violent individuals should be incarcerated, 
but should still be treated with kindness, be visited by family and friends, and 
receive sufficient food and clothing.  And then, of course, there are people “who 
have been put there by heartless relatives who in some instances want to get rid 
of their husband or wife...in order to associate with their affinity...,” or take over 
“estates of men and women who are wealthy...,” or people who are held simply 
because the asylum needs the money.

In the second half of the book, Turner provides commentary on several newspaper 
accounts of patients improperly or illegally held in asylums, such as: “Girl of 17, 
Sane, Gets Out of Madhouse....Says Doctors Admitted She was Sane, but Kept 
Her....”  He also includes a brief account of his service while stationed in Florida 
during the Spanish-American War and some of his travels in the West.

It is not clear whether Turner’s account influenced medical or legal policy, but 
it remains an intriguing picture of American mental health treatment at the turn 
of the century.  OCLC lists only three copies: Free Library of Philadelphia, 
University of Iowa, and the Ebling Library for Health Sciences at University of 
Wisconsin-Madison.
OCLC 9093765, 49385152.  $1000.



 Expose of Racist Violence in the Midwest

32. [White Caps]: THE WHITE CAP ISSUES OF THE UTICA SATURDAY 
GLOBE FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY, COMMENCING JAN. 5, 1889, 
WILL CONTAIN THRILLING ACCOUNTS OF THE RAIDS OF THE 
WHITE CAPS, A COMPLETE HISTORY OF THIS MYSTERIOUS COM-
BINATION, AND STRIKING ENGRAVINGS OF THE SCENES WHICH 
HAVE MADE THEIR NAME A TERROR IN THE WEST [caption title]. 
[Utica: Utica Saturday Globe, ca. January 5, 1889]. Pictorial broadside printed 
on blue paper, 4¾ x 8½ inches. Minor edge wear. Near fine.

A small broadside or handbill advertising the publication of a series of newspaper 
articles focused on the White Caps, the successor to the Ku Klux Klan first formed 
in Indiana.  The articles were written by the editor of the Utica Saturday Globe, 
who had recently “spent three weeks among the White Caps in Ohio, Indiana, and 
Kentucky” and promises to “depict the doings of the ‘Masked Riders in White,’ 
in vivid terms.”  The central image of a hooded figure with black eyes offers a 
striking and ominous visual companion to the ad text.  The text promises readers 
“the most exciting story of the century.”

The White Caps emerged from the ashes of the first Ku Klux Klan, although 
they had no central leadership and were more dispersed and unofficial than their 
predecessors.  It was more of an organic movement than the Klan, but neverthe-
less resulted in the same kind of racial violence.  The White Caps engaged in 
vigilante justice, lynchings, and domestic terrorism, and counted the governor of 
Indiana, James A. Mount, among its members.  The White Caps lasted throughout 
the 1890s and into the early 20th century before the reemergence of the Klan in 
the early 20th century.

OCLC records just one copy of the present handbill, at Duke University.
OCLC 919447138.  $750.



 World War I Conscientious Objector’s Diary
of Service in France

33. [Woerner, Emil Milton]: [DIARY OF AN AMERICAN CONSCIENTIOUS 
OBJECTOR SERVING IN A FIELD HOSPITAL ON THE WESTERN 
FRONT IN THE FINAL YEAR OF WORLD WAR I, INCLUDING IN 
SUPPORT OF THE MEUSE-ARGONNE OFFENSIVE]. [France. ca. April 
3, 1918 – May 29, 1919]. [73]pp. of manuscript in pencil and ink. 24mo. Black 
split-grain calf. Moderate wear to boards and extremities, occasional light soiling. 
78th Infantry Division lightning bolt fabric insignia mounted on center leaf, three 
flowers pressed between leaves, newspaper clipping in rear pocket. Very good.

 

A compelling diary by Emil Milton Woerner, recounting his service with a mobile 
field hospital on the Western Front during World War I.  Apparently drafted, 
Woerner (1894-1968) reported for duty with Company “A” of the 311th Infantry 
Regiment at Camp Dix, New Jersey on April 3, 1918.  Although he does not go 
into detail about his beliefs in this diary, Woerner was a conscientious objector, 
and a few days after his arrival, he requested a “transfer to medical or other 
non-combat branch of service...”  He was referred to the captain, who tried to 
convince him that the infantry “was the ‘best and only’ branch of the service and 
stated that my C.O. principles were pro-German.  Gave him quite an argument 
and he finally referred me to Col. Stokes in a written communication.”

 

After convincing the colonel he was serious, the process began; in the meantime, 
Woerner applied for a “rear guard” position and was assigned as bookkeeper to the 
supply sergeant, but this was not the transfer he was looking for.  The lieutenants 
kept trying to convince him to stay, and by mid-May, “Rumors of going abroad 
were everywhere prevalent.  Every other day saw an overseas inspection of some 
kind.”  Finally, on May 21, “Just two days before Co. A left for embarkation, 
received my transfer to 309th Field Hospital, 303rd Sanitary Train.”  The 303rd 
Sanitary Train was part of the soon-to-be-renowned 78th Infantry Division, the 
“Lightning Division,” which played a key role in the Meuse-Argonne offensive 
during the final push of the war.  Incidentally, the unit he was originally assigned 
to (311th Infantry) was folded into the 78th Infantry, so it seems Woerner was 
destined for this regiment.

 

His new hospital unit mobilized on June 3; they took trains to Jersey City, and 
embarked on the massive Cunard ocean liner, the Mauretania.  Although they 
were packed into the former dining salon “like cattle,” Woerner writes that he 
was able to stay above deck as they sailed through New York Harbor and saw “the 
Statue of Liberty fade behind us....”  They reached Liverpool on June 11, took 
the train to Southampton, crossed the Channel to Le Havre, France, and then 
took a train to Vitrey-sur-Mance in Haute-Saône, arriving June 18, 1918.  They 
remained for several weeks training and drilling, especially with gas masks, and 
then action began.  In early September, they marched and drove some 140km 
north to “Tremblecourt in time to hear and see the first big American barrage 
which started at 1:00 A.M. in St. Mihiel sector.”

 

Although Woerner had avoided infantry service, he did not miss any of the hor-
rors of war.  From this point, his entries are briefer and more disjointed, often 



just lists of objects and people he encounters.  On September 15, he writes: 
“Mortmere: German dugouts, railroads, trenches, dead Americans and Germans, 
gas alarms all nite, aeroplane battles, observation balloons.”  The next day, they 
proceed to Thiaucourt, which had just been taken by American forces: “...arrived 
Thiaucourt at 2:00 pm where we received our baptism of shell fire....Shells every 
5 minutes, hospital in dugout, slept in dugouts.  Nite of terror: shells, bombs, 
machine guns and gas.”  They kept moving along the front, often setting up 
mobile hospitals only to pack up a few hours later and move again to avoid new 
waves of shelling.  They were finally able to stop for a while at St. Jacques, and 
“took over hillside dugouts for hospital....Surgical hospital at N.T.S.W.  Good 
sleeping, many patients, operations...sterilizing room.”  Two weeks later, they’re 
on the road again: “Left St. Jacques, motor lorries for Verdun front...big barrage 
on, held in reserve for div. entry.”

By October 12, Woerner and his troop are camped in the Argonne Woods, listen-
ing “in on another big barrage.  Rumors of armistice and abdication of Kaiser.  
German dugouts, dead, graves.  Saw grave of ‘Werner.’  A few days later, they 
reach Apremont where they “opened Gen. Hospital and had beau coup patients 
immediately after opening....Air battles, Mystery gun, Maj. Gen. McRae’s visit 
[commander of 78th Infantry], Bombs, Shelling.”  Finally, on November 11: 
“Left on truck for Braux St Remey. Passed thru Ste. Menchould and heard that 
armistice had been signed.”

Woerner does not record much about the next seven months, but on May 15, he 
writes, “Left at 5:00 P.M. on ‘Santa Barbara’ bound for the USA...Shower, Storms.”  
They reached Camp Dix at 3am on May 29, and later that day, Woermer makes his 
final entry: “Headed to Discharge Board at 1:00 P.M....”  At the rear of the diary, 
Woerner has gathered a series of addresses, including two pages of addresses from 
individuals from Paris, followed by two pages of American addresses, and then a 
nineteen page section titled, “Personnel of 309 Field Hospital.”  The addresses 
are all written in different hands, presumably by the individuals themselves.

World War I was the first time the federal government had to deal directly with 
the issue of conscientious objection to military service.  The government did not 
allow men to hire a substitute or pay a commutation fee as they had in the past.  
The Selective Service Act of 1917 made allowances for conscientious objectors, 
but only for those who were members of a “well-recognized religious sect...whose 
existing creed or principles forbid its members to participate in war in any form....”  
Because of the ambiguous wording of the Act, draft boards were often arbitrary 
in whom they classified as C.O.s.  The biggest problem though, was the lack of 
alternative service opportunities, since those who received C.O. status were not 
exempt from military service.  Solutions varied from base to base, and it was not 
until March 1918, that President Wilson formally defined noncombatancy as 
service in the Medical, Quartermaster, or Engineering Corps.

Emil Woerner did not sign his name to this diary and offered precious few clues 
to his identity.  However, internal evidence has led to an identification of this 
diary as his.  One entry in May, 1918 offers good clues to the author’s identity.  
He spent a weekend on leave from Camp Dix, at home with “Ma, Pa, Karl & 
M.E.Z....Asked M.E.Z. to wait until I returned to civil life before entering into 

matrimony and she asked for time to consider.  Walked to the station with M.E.Z. 
and had the last glance of Netherwood I was to have for some time.”  This sug-
gests that the author lived near Netherwood Station in Plainfield, New Jersey, 
had living parents and a brother named Karl.  In his second entry after arriving 
at Camp Dix, April 7, 1918, the diarist wrote “Sent an original joke to Judge.”  
Judge was a weekly humor magazine which offered modest prizes to soldiers whose 
jokes were published.  Knowing his regiment, a search for “311th” turned up a 
joke in the May 4, 1918 issue which won the $5 grand prize.  The soldier was 
Private E.M. Woerner of the right company and regiment-and it was a joke about 
a clueless rookie who had just arrived yesterday.  More research shows Woerner 
in the 1915 census with his parents and brother Karl; he registered for the draft 
from Plainfield, N.J.; and the 1920 census found him working in Manhattan as 
a salesman of silk hosiery, living with his wife Matilda E. Woerner, nee Zaisser.

A very interesting World War I diary of an American who – despite his moral 
objections to the conflict – still saw plenty of action and carnage in France.
 $1500.



 Photo Collage of Chicago’s “Black Devils” During World War I

34. [World War I]: EIGHTH ILLINOIS REGIMENT NOW IN FRANCE 
[caption title]. [Chicago]: E.G. Renesch, 1918. Photographically-illustrated litho-
graphic broadside, approximately 15 x 19 inches. Minor soiling, a couple short 
closed tears on left side, three-inch closed diagonal tear in center portion. Good 
overall. Matted and framed.

A handsome photo-collage showing the African-American soldiers and officers 
of the Eighth Illinois Regiment who fought in France during World War I.  The 

upper portion is composed of two angled photographs 
showing hundreds of African-American soldiers, with 
two oval portraits of commanding officers Col. Franklin 
H. Denison and John R. Marshall inset in the corners.  
Though they were also African Americans, both Deni-
son and Marshall are depicted as light-skinned in the 
present portraits.  The lower portion is a small-format 
panorama showing several hundred more soldiers from 
the Eighth Illinois.

 

The text at middle, just below the caption title, provides 
background on the unit and its commanders:

 

“The Regiment was mustered in the U.S. Volunteer 
Service as the Eighth Infantry, 370th U.S. National 
Guard, Illinois U.S. Volunteers.  On June 28th, 1898, 
officers were commissioned by Governor John R. Tan-
ner, then Governor of the State of Illinois.  The first 
commander was John R. Marshall who commanded the 
Regiment and saw service during the Spanish American 
War in Cuba.  He was placed on the retired list Janu-
ary 1st, 1914, and was succeeded by the present Com-
mander, Colonel Franklin H. Denison, January 12th, 
1914, who is at present Commanding Officer in France.  
The Eighth Regiment is now about 3,000 strong, and is 
now in France on active duty.  There are over 157,000 
negro troops either in France or on their way.”

 

The Eighth Illinois Regiment was based in Chicago, 
and for a long time was the only American service unit 
commanded by black officers.  The unit served in the 
Spanish American War, but the conflict was largely 

over by the time they arrived in Cuba.  Later, the Eighth Regiment Armory was 
built in Chicago in 1914, the first armory constructed by the American military 
specifically for an African-American regiment.  The Eighth Illinois fought with 
distinction in Europe during World War I, after mustering into service in August 
1917.  The unit was redesignated that December as the 370th Infantry, and was 
one of the fiercest units in France, earning the nickname “Black Devils” by Ger-
man soldiers fighting in the Argonne Forest.  The Victory Monument in Chicago 
was built in 1927 to honor the Eighth Illinois.

A rare image of a notable African-American military regiment, with no copies 
listed in OCLC.  $700.



Map of Wyoming Oil Lands

35. [Wyoming]: Richardson, Charles O.: UINTA COUNTY WYOMING 
OIL FIELDS SPRING VALLEY DISTRICT. [N.p., but likely Chicago]. April 
1903. Two-color map on thin paper, approximately 18 x 31¾ inches. Original folds. 
Slight separations at a few crossfolds, few short closed marginal tears. Very good.

An interesting promotional map produced by Chicago oil and real estate specula-
tor Charles O. Richardson, highlighting the oil-producing areas of Uinta County, 
Wyoming at the dawn of the 20th century.  Uinta County is located at the extreme 
southwestern corner of Wyoming, on the border with Utah.  At the time this map 
was produced, crude oil was vitally important to both the Standard Oil Company 
and the Union Pacific Railroad - for the former to refine into gasoline and for 
the latter to lubricate locomotives.  Both entities appear on the present map.

The “Index” or key of the map references the first two wells of the Standard Oil 
Company, other oil & gas wells, the lands of the Standard Reserve Oil Company, 
the lines for the Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad (red dashed line), the 
Union Pacific Railroad Main Line (solid red line), and certain county and other 

roads.  On the far right portion of the sheet is a large schematic cross-section 
showing “the stratifications of oil sand encountered” in drilling the Union Pacific 
Oil Well.

Oil was known to exist in Wyoming long before the present map, since at least 
the 1830s when Captain Bonneville found an oil spring near Dallas Dome.  Uinta 
County was known to have oil near Hilliard when Fort Bridger was established 
nearby in 1842 (both appear on the present map).  Yet, this map is one of the 
earliest depictions of the industry on a promotional piece, produced when the 
railroad, the automobile, and the motorcycle created explosive demand for oil.  
Overall, the present map is testament to the importance of southwestern Wyoming 
in the history of the oil industry.  Wyoming still ranks in the top ten among oil-
producing states in the U.S.

A rare map, with only four copies reported in OCLC, at Yale, SMU’s DeGolyer 
Library, the University of Utah, and the University of Wyoming.
EBERSTADT 130:609. OCLC 14191520.                                             $850.


